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INSTRUCTIONS

45578
CATV Cable Stripper

Description

The 45578 CATV Cable Stripper is intended to strip RG6, RG7, RG11, and RG59.
The center conductor stripping blade has a “V”-shaped notch to eliminate scoring.

A storage compartment is provided for a spare blade cartridge. Blade cartridges can
be installed from either side of the tool for right-handed or left-handed operation.

Electric shock hazard:

Do not use on live circuits. Contact with
live circuits could result in severe injury
or death.

KEEP THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Blades are sharp. Keep fingers away from blades when
stripping cable and when replacing the blade cartridge.

Failure to observe these precautions may result in injury.

Operation

1. Slide the tension arm into the notch of the loop.

2. Squeeze the tension arm to open the tool. Insert the cable until it contacts the stop.

3. Rotate the tool around the cable until the cutting action is complete.

4. Squeeze the stripper closed while pulling the cable out of the tool. Open the tool
and remove the insulation.

Remove the tension arm from the notch for storage.

Replacement Cartridges

504 5581.8  for RG7 and RG11

504 5580.0  for RG6 and RG59
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5/16" (8 mm)

1/4" (6 mm)

5/16" (8 mm)
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Strip Length for
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Strip Length for
RG7 and RG11
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